Fragrance Parties

Share the experience of creating a custom fragrance with some of your closest friends. A fragrance party will allow you and up to four friends the opportunity to each have your own fragrance created in a fun and intimate environment. Spend a few hours with your friends as Neil provides an abridged version of the custom fragrance experience at his studio or he can visit you with his travelling studio. At the end you will each leave with your own unique fragrance as well as some additional insight into your friends and their favorite memories.

What People Are Saying

“[Neil Morris] takes the cake as Boston’s resident fragrance artiste.” — Where Magazine

“He blends…a symphony of scents…[that] once applied, exude a tantalizing complexity.” — Improper Bostonian

“Like the maestro of an orchestra…” — Spirit Boston Magazine

“If you’re looking for a new form of self expression…why not indulge…at the hands of a master?” — Weekly Dig

“It’s an intimate, all-about-you process.” — Bay Windows

Fragrance Services Available

• Individual Custom Fragrance
• Fragrance Parties
• Private Label Fragrances for stores and events
• Fragrances for Products
• Bridal Services
• Fragrance Lectures

What if I have allergies?

Any allergies or health issues (especially respiratory, cardiac or dermatological) should be disclosed before making your appointment. Pregnant women also should disclose their condition as some essential oils may be hazardous.

Fragrances for individuals

To schedule an appointment for your personal fragrance design consultation or to purchase a gift certificate, please call us at 617.267.2315

221 massachusetts ave.
suite 501
boston, ma 02115
t 617.267.2315
e neil@neilmorrisfragrances.com

www.neilmorrisfragrances.com
Imagine Having A Fragrance As Unique As You Are

Each of us is unique: we have our own look, our own style, our own life experiences. Imagine being able to express that uniqueness with a fragrance that is totally your own.

For over 30 years Neil Morris has been blending custom fragrances for individuals and retailers. Neil's gift is in his ability to link the brain's centers that relate scent and emotion. Fragrance bypasses all filters and travels directly to the limbic system, the oldest part of the brain where our deepest memories are stored. None of the other senses can compare to the sense of smell in its uncanny ability to elicit deep emotional responses from our memories. Neil has fully experienced and mapped the vivid spectrum of emotions that exciting aromas can create. This is the source of his inspiration and passion for Neil Morris Fragrances.

The custom fragrance experience

A consultation with Neil Morris takes between an hour and an hour and a half, during which time Neil will be asking a wide variety of questions that will help lead him in the perfect “scent direction” for you. He will then choose the appropriate aromas from the collection of over 700 fragrances in his studio. After smelling the fragrances Neil has selected, you will choose the ones that you find most appealing and Neil will actually build the fragrance directly on your skin—drop-by-drop—until it becomes the scent for you!

Can I give this as a gift?

A custom fragrance is the ideal gift for the “person who has everything” and the hard-to-buy-for, or to celebrate a birthday, engagement or anniversary. It’s also a great and unique way to say thank you. Ask about our gift certificates.

Where does it happen?

Consultations are held at Neil's fragrance studio set in Boston's Back Bay. Relax and enjoy a cup of tea in the living room setting while you gaze at his collection of over 700 essential and fragrance oils that will be used to create your individual fragrance. If you prefer, Neil and his traveling fragrance studio are also able to meet you at the location of your choice.

Why a custom fragrance?

Men and women from all walks of life have sought Neil’s expertise to blend a custom fragrance. Many are fragrance enthusiasts who want to stand apart from the mass market scents. Some come because they have never been able to find just the right combination of scents that work with their body chemistry.

The formula that you have inspired and worked to create will be recorded and kept on file. In the future, when you need more of your custom fragrance, simply contact Neil to order more. You may also order body lotion and bath gel in your signature fragrance.